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Abstract
A method is given which renders indirect detection of strong gravitational waves possible. This
is based on the reflection of a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave from a cross polarized grav-




Nonlinear interaction (collision) of gravitational waves (GWs) in Einstein’s theory, which
was initiated long time ago by the two Letters to Nature [1][2] is a well known subject by
now [3]. As an outcome of this process we quest whether it is possible to probe controllable
electromagnetic (em) waves in sensing the passing of a strong GW. Given the known exact
solutions to Einstein’s field equations to date the answer is affirmative. After encounter with
a GW the physical changes in the em wave will inform about the latter. We recall that the
first indirect evidence of GWs from the binary pulsar in the early 1970s, by the team of
R. Hulse and J. Taylor also was based on em observations. The main feature on which we
concentrate here is the rotation of em polarization vector known as the Faraday effect. Such
rotation has been introduced also for the GWs [4][5][6][7], however its detection is hampered
by the challenge of detecting GWs themselves.
In this Letter we propose that given its Faraday rotation after encountering with a GW
a linearly polarized em wave signals the passage of a GW. For a thorough analysis GWs
may be considered in three different profiles. The first ( and simplest), albeit idealized, is an
impulsive GW whose possible sources are cosmic bursts, supernova explosions, collision of
black holes, etc. It is dubbed ”idealized” in the sense that it arises as a limit of a Gaussian
curvature. The second profile of interest is shock type with a uniform curvature. The
third type is a hybrid sandwich GW that lies intermediate to the aforementioned ones. In
the sequel, we shall restrict ourselves to the two types alone. In our analysis we consider
deliberately a linearly polarized GW in a rotated coordinate system while an oppositely
directed linearly polarized em wave moving to the right given by









where g = g(v) is only a function of v. Similarly a left moving GW is chosen by









in which f and Z depend only on u and are constrained by the vacuum Einstein equation.
Now, we rotate the (x, y) axes by angle α to align them along with (x, y) at the cost of
creating a cross polarization term in (2). The two waves, em from left and GW from right
make a head on collision on the hypersurface specified by u = 0 = v. Physically the cross (×)
mode of the GW will rotate the linear (+) mode of the em wave giving rise to the Faraday
2
effect in the em wave. Irrespective of the initial data the Einstein - Maxwell equations admit



















































sinhW ( a prime
implies derivative with respect to the argument for each function). The incoming em shock




− sin2 (bvθ (v)) , (4)
where b is the energy (frequency) constant and θ(v) is the unit step function. The initial
data for the GW are,
i) for impulsive wave, f =
1
2
− u2, Z = 1− u
1 + u
, (5)
ii) for shock wave, f = −1
2
+ cosu · cosh u, Z = cos u
cosh u
,
where u is to be understood with the step function, i.e, uθ(u). The resulting solution for
both cases is summarized as follows;
e2V =
Z2 cos2 (α/2) + sin2 (α/2)




















We note that α is confined by 0 < α < pi/2. Before collision the em wave is linearly
polarized along the x-axis. After collision, the (x, y) components of its electric field are
3
Ex = Re (Φ0 − Φ2) and Ey = Im (Φ0 + Φ2), respectively [8]. Accordingly, the Faraday








coshW − 2b cot bv
)
tan β
W ′ tanβ − V ′ coshW − 2b cot bv . (7)
We plot this expression for the particular angle α = 45◦, for both the impulsive and shock
waves as shown in Figure 1.
Polarization of radio sources in radio astronomy, for instance, undergoes variations giving
rise to peaks in accordance with these plots. Existence of the local maxima (minima) is the
evidence that the em wave has encountered a GW. Location of the extrema emerge highly
dependent on the polarization angle α as well as the frequency b. Our study verifies that
highly energetic em waves undergo rotation shortly after their encounter with the GW
while for the less energetic beams these effects are delayed. Smooth variations, beside the
local extrema in the Faraday rotation is another noticable effect in the graphs. One fact,
however, is evident that an em wave reflecting from a cross polarized GW undergoes a
Faraday rotation. The details of this rotation can be obtained by studying further plots
which will provide indirect evidence for the elusive GWs. Our result applies also to the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation without loss of generality. That is, rotation
in the polarization vector in the CMB radiation can be attributed to the encounters with
the strong (×) moded GWs.
Considerations of mixed profile GWs and sandwich waves will be the subject of a de-
tailed analysis. Let us remark that encountering of an em wave with a series of succesive
impulsive GWs has already been considered [9]. In conclusion, compared to the tiny polar-
ization changes expected from the quantum process of photon - electron scattering in the
early universe, significant contributions can be imparted by the classical nonlinear em-GW
collisions. This is what Einstein’s general theory of relativity tells us.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 1. The tan θ plot when the electromagnetic wave encounters a gravitational wave
with the (×) polarization angle α = 45◦. (a) and (b) are for impulsive gravitational wave
with frequencies b = 1 and b = 1000, respectively. (c) and (d) are for shock gravitational
wave with frequencies b = 1 and b = 1000, respectively.
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